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Agenda

-Speaker best practice
-Accessing the lobby
-Platform functionality 
-Q&A



Web Cam Positioning
Speaker Best Practices

Centre yourself in the frame
Centre yourself in the frame, ensuring that 
your shoulders and head are fully in shot.

Frame your shot  
As per example. Take note of the scale of the 
person relative to the frame and headroom

Seat or camera height
Adjust your seat height or camera so that 
your eyes are in line with the camera

Keep your camera stable
Position your camera/device on a stable 
surface, reduce movement 
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Host expectations
Light, Audio and Presentation

Check your lighting
Ideally, have more light in front of you than 
behind you. A lamp in front of you will help

Recommended attire
If you pre-recorded, if possible please wear the 
same clothes you did for your pre-record. 

Test audio and headset
Check and test headset mic compatibility prior to 
the event to ensure good audio quality

Background or distractions
Provide a clean backdrop with minimal 
visual distractions for the audience. If you 
pre-recorded, try to match the 
background as best as possible
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Speaker Expectations
Speaker Expectations

Be ready early
Speakers at their desks and ready 30 mins 
before their session is due to start

Presentation of pre-records
Hosts will share the pre-recorded video so that it 
is streamed out to the audience

Turn camera on/off
Speakers are required to turn their own camera 
on/off while presenting

Test audio and video 
Familiarise yourself with the Virtual Event 
software, complete adequate testing
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Pre-Session Checks & Process
Speaker Expectations

Reminder.. Be ready early
Speakers at their desks and ready 30 mins 
before their session is due to start

Test audio and video 
Test speaker's audio and camera before attendees 
join

Running order
1. Holding slide, 2. Housekeeping, 3. MC 
introduction, 4. Pre-recorded Presentation(s), 5. 
Live Q&A, 6. Close

Session launch & close
A host will launch session. Attendees will start 
joining 5 mins before the session start time
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BACK END DEMO
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Moderated Q&A
Speaker ExpectationsMCs for each session will 

moderate the Q&A

Step 1: Click Live Now 
tab, then Ask a Question

Step 2: As an MC you will 
see all submitted Q’s in 
the ‘all tab’

Step 3: Click the mic icon 
to make questions live to 
all speakers and 
delegates (they then 
appear in the 
‘moderated tab)

Step 4: Read the 
moderated question(s) 
aloud to the speaker(s)

Please keep the session 
to time!




